MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

“To advance professional excellence, quality education, and regional collegiality”

That succinct statement defines the Mission of the Southeastern Society of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons. Those of you who attended the Society’s 59th Annual Scientific Meeting in Orlando, Florida, this past June experienced first-hand the personification of the Society’s mission statement. On the following pages you will be able to read more about the educational excellence and the family and collegial atmosphere for which the annual meeting is known, but I must take a moment to acknowledge all the hard work that was done by SESPRS President, Kevin Hagan and Scientific Program Chair, Braun Graham, to make the meeting so successful.

A combination of papers, panels, and presentations (including MOC), during the annual meeting program continues to represent the best in education (and when compared to registration fees with other plastic surgery meetings, a real CME value). And all in a family friendly setting. This year our photographer, Kendra Bowers, has created a marvelous slide show capturing the meeting’s events, and it is available to the membership. Check out the show at the following link: Southeastern Society Of Plastic & Reconstructive Surgeons. And though it’s only been a short time since the close of this year’s meeting, 2017 Scientific Program Chair, Stephan Finical is already hard at work on next year’s program. I do hope that everyone will “Save the Date” for the Southeastern Society’s Diamond (60th) Anniversary meeting to be held at The Cloister, Sea Island, GA, June 11–15, 2017.

But the Southeastern’s Annual Meeting only represents one of the Society’s quality educational endeavors, for as I write this, the final programs for the SESPRS Breast and Oculoplastic Symposia are at the printer. Program chairs Mark Codner, Frank Elliott, Bert Losken and Jim Namnoum have again created a program that combines both cutting edge topics and techniques, practical “pearls”, and of course, live surgery, all designed to enhance your knowledge and expertise. As you look over your brochures for these two symposia, I’ll ask you to take a close look at the registration for the combined Oculoplastic and Breast Symposia. With the approval of the SESPRS Board, early bird member registration for this year will be more than $500 lower than the registration for other plastic surgeons (i.e. ASPS, ASAPS or ISAPS members). SESPRS members who attend both symposia this year will save in their registration more than the cost of their annual SESPRS dues! (Significant member savings on registration is available for each meeting individually, but your best value is for the combined meetings.)
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Reduced registration is just one example, albeit a tangible one, of what I will be asking your SESPRS Board to look at closely this year. The Southeastern has been blessed with a great history, rich in tradition. But that wonderful history is directly due to the members of the Society who have supported the organization throughout its now almost sixty years. The majority of you support the Southeastern with your dues and your presence. Many have chosen to also support the Society with their time and talent. The consistency in the quality of the Society’s educational endeavors could not have happened without the contributions of the talented educators, organizers, Board administration and, of course, our staff.

But the ongoing success of any professional organization relies on each of you, the members. I am both honored and humbled to have the opportunity to serve as the Society’s President. The organization is blessed with a dedicated and talented Board and an excellent management team, lead by Susan Russell. So, this year one of the main activities of your Board will be to make sure that we as an organization are doing everything that we can to “advance your professional excellence,” provide you with continuing “quality education,” and “collegial support.” In short, we want to reinforce the value of your membership. Your Board is committed to this effort. To do this, however, we are going to need some help from each of you. We want to know what you think the Society is doing well, and where you think that we might be able to do more or better. So, I’m going to ask for your input. Those of you who attended the annual meeting received a survey regarding the meeting. I hope that you have responded to it, for your responses will not only help us structure the content and format for next year, but also provide us with your thoughts on various Society activities. For those of you who did not attend or for those of you who did not respond to the meeting survey, I want you to be on the lookout for a SHORT electronic survey that will be heading your way in August. (Those of you who attended will also receive the survey so that you may provide any additional comments) We need everyone’s thoughts, so that the Society can continue to fulfill its mission to you. Please take time to respond. Additionally, if you have other thoughts that you would like to share you can either email the Society at: srussell@sesprs.org or contact me directly at: erhardtmd@mindspring.com. The practice of medicine is changing and plastic surgery as a specialty is fully caught up in the maelstrom. Your Board is committed to the Society’s mission statement and structuring the activities of the Society to ensure you value in your membership. After all, you are the Society’s future.

While the Society’s 2016–2017 committees have been created for the coming year, I would still be happy to hear from any members who are interested in becoming more active in the Society. Again, please use either of the email addresses noted above.

This year, we returned to Disneyworld and stayed at The Grand Floridian. It was a beautiful setting for another exceptional scientific program, and not surprisingly a record number of family members attended. As program chair, Dr. Braun Graham did a fantastic job organizing a meeting that touched on all aspects of Plastic Surgery.

The exceptional Melanoma Panel was presented by leaders of the Moffitt Cancer Center in Tampa, Florida. SESPRS members Wayne Cruse and Michael Harrington and 2 surgical oncology colleagues described their cutting edge research and the current state of measurement and
treatment of melanoma. It was encouraging to learn that the 10 year survival of melanoma has improved tremendously.

Back by popular demand, the MOC accredited course was taught by Dr. Anthony Tufaro from Johns Hopkins. “Surgery for Cutaneous Malignancies—How to Remain Current in the Age of MOC” was well attended. This course tied in well with what we learned about melanoma the day before. Dr. Tufaro followed up with “Safe and Predictable Techniques for Soft Tissue Facial Reconstruction Following Cutaneous Malignancy Resection.”

On Sunday, the Keynote Presentation was given by Dr. Richard J. Howard of the University of Florida. “New Parts for Old: Transplantation and Plastic Surgery” was an in-depth history of transplantation beginning with skin grafting in 500 BC. He highlighted Plastic Surgeon Joseph Murray, who performed the first successful organ transplant in 1954, for which Murray received the Nobel Prize.

Our outgoing President, Dr. Kevin Hagan, along with Mickey and Minnie hosted “An American Evening and Fireworks Spectacular” at Epcot on Sunday night. We were regaled by singing and a fireworks display to be remembered.

A new offering was the Faculty Development Roundtable presented by W.P. Andrew Lee, MD from Johns Hopkins. Attendees found it very valuable and creative. Dr. Lee then shared his groundbreaking research and clinical accomplishments with “Allograft Transplant.” This presentation was especially moving and inspiring and revealed a glimpse into the future of reconstructive allo-transplantation.

Dr. Paul Cederna of University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, was our visiting ASPS professor and is the president-elect of the PSF. His presentation of “The Six Million Dollar Man: It’s Not Too Far Away” outlined the many advances we are making with prosthetics and neural control. He gave us a window into the future of brain controlled prosthetics.

Visiting ASAPS professor Dr. Frank Lista from Toronto gave fantastic lectures on the “Systematic Approach to Treatment of the Ptotic Breast” and “Vertical Scar Breast Reduction.” He spent additional time with residents at the resident luncheon. Our own member, Dr. Mark Codner, offered a
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special resident session “The Business of Launching Your Practice” which was well received and attended.

A Silent Auction was added this year with excellent success. Proceeds will go to the Hartmanf Chair fund in the future. Look for this newly popular event to come back next year. The ever popular “Problems and Pearls” session was hosted by Dr. Brian Rinker and other interesting panels included “Hot Topics,” “Just the Facts,” and the resident and member papers.

The 2016 Upchurch Lecture was given by Dr. Andrew Moore from Lexington, Kentucky. He made us laugh and cry with his approach to surgical philanthropy through “Surgery on Sundays.” He has been changing lives one surgery at a time since 2005 and has garnered multiple national awards and accolades for his efforts.

Patient safety is always at the top of our minds and Dr. Bruce Mast delivered a valuable lecture, “Maximizing Patient Safety in Outpatient Surgery.” Dr. Enrique Fernandez and Christopher Nuland, the Florida Society of Plastic Surgeons’ lobbyist, discussed “How to Create Effective Patient Advocacy Initiatives.” The FSPS has fought many battles that set precedent in other states.

To round out the meeting, Dr. Braun Graham moderated a panel about “Transitioning Your Practice.” Attorney Christopher Nuland shared “Contracting a Young Plastic Surgeon to Join Your Practice.”

Our Gala Black Tie event was an elegant affair in true Southeastern tradition in the Grand Floridian ballroom. Several awards were presented by Dr. Kevin Hagan for the outstanding efforts of our residents and members. Prizes for the Fun Run, Tennis Tournament, and Golf Tournament were given. The Glancy Award was won by University of Kentucky resident, Dr. William North. The Research Grant Award sponsored by Integra LifeSciences was presented to Dr. Harold Friedman. The evening culminated with the official passing of the Presidential Medallion to our new President, Dr. Walter Erhardt. The SESPRS will continue to be the strongest regional Plastic Surgery society under Walter’s capable guidance and leadership. We look forward to convening again next June 11–15th at the unparalleled The Cloister Resort in Sea Island, Georgia.
DR. WILLIAM NORTH WINS THE 2016 GLANCY AWARD

Dr. William D. North, of the University of Kentucky, was honored at the Black Tie Dinner of the Southeastern Society of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons on June 14, 2016, as the latest recipient of the Glancy Award. This award is given annually to the resident judged to have the best paper presented in the resident’s competition. This year, there were a total of 64 submissions that were graded blindly by several SESPRS members. The top 12 papers were presented in 2 sessions.

The objective of Drs. North and Rinker’s winning paper, “Dermal Autograft Using Donor Breast as Alternative to Acellular Dermal Matrices in Tissue Expander Breast Reconstruction: A Comparative Review” set out to determine the possible benefits or problems with using the non-cancerous breast dermis as an alternative to acellular dermal matrix (ADM) when a woman undergoes bilateral skin-reducing mastectomies. The study found that cost was significantly higher in the ADM group ($9999.87 vs $3924.19). There was not an increase in wound healing, major, or infectious complications. These conclusions show that dermal autograft breast reconstruction represents a lower cost alternative to ADM with comparable safety profile and avoids donor morbidity. Co-authors were Christopher S. Kubajak, BS and Brad St. Martin, MPH.

Dr. Rachel A. Anolik, representing Duke University was honored as runner-up in the Glancy Award competition for the presentation “Enhanced Recovery After Surgery (ERAS) Implementation in Abdominal Based Free Flap Breast Reconstruction.” The study sought to compare the outcomes of patients undergoing abdominal based free flap breast reconstruction before and after implementation of ERAS. They found that ERAS patients had reduced IV pain medication usage and earlier return of bowel function leading to significantly reduced length of stay. Co-authors were Adam Glener, BS; Thomas J. Hopkins, MD, MBA; Scott Hollenbeck, MD; and July Marosky Thacker, MD.

RESIDENT JEOPARDY BOWL 2016

The Resident Jeopardy Bowl was a roller coaster between Duke, Emory, and a joint team of University of Kentucky and Mississippi. Even though Emory missed the final question, they had only wagered $1 and still won. Drs. Bert Losken and Angela Cheng hosted the bowl, and have clearly taught their residents the facts and how to gamble.

2016 ANNUAL MEETING POSTER PRESENTATION WINNER

RESIDENT POSTER PRESENTATION:
“The Use of Vasopressors in Pedicled Flaps for Chest Wall Reconstruction”
Amy Kite, MD; Lauren Nigro, MD; Michael Feldman, MD; Andrea Pozez, MD
Virginia Commonwealth University

MEMBER POSTER PRESENTATION:
“The Use of Degradable Biomaterial to Regulate Fibrosis at the Implant-host Interface”
Katrina A. Harmon, Henrik Berdell, Brooks A. Lane, Richard L. Goodwin, Harold I. Friedman
ESPRS members awarded Dr. Brian Rinker the distinguished 2016 Founder’s Award to recognize the best presentation by a SESPRS member at the previous annual meeting at Amelia Island, Florida in June 2015. The winning presentation is determined by votes cast by the members in attendance.

Dr. Rinker, from University of Kentucky—Lexington, presented “Assessing Mastectomy Flap Viability in Skin-Sparing Mastectomy and Immediate Reconstruction: A Prospective Cohort Study.” This study set out to evaluate 3 methods of assessing mastectomy flap viability following skin-sparing mastectomy (SSM).

The study group consisted of 60 consecutive patients undergoing SSM and immediate reconstruction with either tissue expanders or TRAM flaps. Mastectomy flap viability was assessed visually in 20 patients, fluorescein dye and Wood’s lamp imaging in 20 patients, and indocyanine green (ICG) angiography in 20 patients. Mastectomy flap necrosis was observed in 27% of breasts using direct visualization as compared to 14% in the ICG angiography group and only 3% in the fluorescein group. The reoperation rate in the direct visualization group was 20%, compared to 15% in the ICG angiography group, and 0% in the fluorescein group. Dr. Hultman concluded that routine imaging of mastectomy flap perfusion seems to be beneficial in SSM, but intravenous fluorescein may be as effective as more expensive modalities.

Our 2016 Founder’s Award recipient is Dr. Bruce Mast from the University of Florida for his presentation titled “Maximizing Patient Safety in Outpatient Surgery.” Dr. Mast has been invited by ASPS/PSF Vice President, Jeffrey Janis, MD to give this presentation during the ASPS Annual Meeting panel “Greatest Hits: The Best Presentations of State and Regional Societies in 2016” this Fall in Los Angeles. ■

TOAST TO TRUDIE 2016

Female surgeons from several different backgrounds—academic, solo private practice, and group private practice—shared experiences of their inspirational mentors with several residents in training. The residents were eager to ask questions and established surgeons generously gave advice and support. The dialogue was lively and informative. Relationships were established for further communication since the Toast. In addition, existing SESPRS members discussed pathways for increased participation on Society committees and leadership positions.

The Toast will continue to grow stronger over the coming years as the current and future generations of women plastic surgeons in the Southeastern mentor one another. We think Dr. Waite would be proud to know that the women of the Southeastern enjoy sharing surgical tips, practice pearls, and congenial company in the proud tradition of the Society. ■
2016 ANNUAL MEETING SPORTING EVENTS

**Tennis Tournament—Sunday, June 12, 2016**

**Winners:** Lynn Findley and Duncan Hughes  
**Runners up:** Jeanne Graham and Scott Hollenbeck

---

**Golf Tournament—Monday, June 13, 2016**

**1st Place Team:** Walter Erhardt, Braun Graham, Kevin Gaston, Justin Streeb  
**2nd Place Team:** David Drake, Ben Drake, Bruce Mast, Jackson Mast

**Closest to Pin #3:** Jarrod Lackey—15 inches  
**Closest to Pin #12:** Bill Mullis—25 feet, 5 inches  
**Longest Drive:** David Drake—320 yards  
**Straightest Drive:** Steve Iocona—2 feet

---

**Annual Fun Run—Tuesday, June 14, 2016**

**FEMALE RUNNER**

**1st Place:** Freddie Daniel—16:41  
**2nd Place:** Sarah Papillion—20:24

**MALE RUNNER:**

**1st Place:** Ben Drake—12:57  
**2nd Place:** Chuck Roye—13:35

**Junior Achiever:** Paul Finical
The SESPRS is hosting the 10th Annual Oculoplastic and the 33rd Annual Atlanta Breast Surgery Symposia at the Intercontinental Hotel Buckhead in Atlanta, GA, from January 19–22, 2017. The Faculty are hand-picked experienced experts Nationally and Internationally.

The Oculoplastic Symposium will focus on the most up to date, state of the art topics including eyelid and facial aesthetic goals, surgical and non-surgical improvement in Oculoplastic surgery.

In addition, topics will range from pre-op evaluation to upper and lower blepharoplasty techniques. The safety and long-term outcomes will be presented as well as the correction of complications including lateral canthal surgery. Fat injections to the face and periorbital area have made significant advanced improvement and will be reviewed in order to achieve correction of complications and beautiful natural results. The one-day event will provide stimulating discussions on surgical and non-surgical periorbital rejuvenation and will assist the learner to make changes in their practice for improvement.

The program includes nearly 30 worldwide experts who clearly present their techniques in breast surgery. The Faculty range from plastic surgeons who have presented at the Symposium for 30 years and some new Faculty to add fresh ideas. The program will begin with live surgery which includes Dr. Jim Namnoum performing Pre-pectoral direct to implant reconstruction with ADM wrap, Dr. Frank Elliott demonstrating scarless latissimus breast reconstruction through a special video presentation. Aesthetic surgical procedures will be simultaneously performed in another operating room including Dr. Amy Alderman performing a primary breast augmentation and Dr. Simeon Wall, Jr. performing a secondary breast augmentation.

The didactic program will include comprehensive review of breast reconstruction on Friday, which will include refinements in autologous reconstruction from pedicle and microvascular reconstruction. The use of expanders, implants, acellular dermal matrix, and fat grafting will be included in the current challenges in breast reconstruction. The new technique of pre-pectoral augmentation with a simple Acellular Dermal Matrix sling will be presented. The Honorary Hartrampf Lecture will be given this year by Dr. Scott L. Spear, Former Chairman Georgetown University titled “Carl Hartrampf and the Atlanta Breast Symposium Through the Looking Glass.” Friday concludes with an evening Dinner Gala Dance on the hotel premises.

Saturday and Sunday morning will cover the range of breast surgery including primary and secondary breast augmentation with emphasis on achieving a more natural result for patients and minimizing complications after surgery. The newest implants for patients include round and anatomical shaped cohesive gel breast implants that have proven to have high safety data in long term studies. The best way to get started as well as advising one’s ability with these relatively new implants in the USA will be reviewed. In addition to breast augmentation, combining breast mastopexy and augmentation will be reviewed with the advantages of how to perform this challenging procedure safely and reduce the practice gaps for surgeons who have not been combining these procedures. Additional new adjuncts to make the results safer and more long lasting include the use of Acellular Dermal Matrix and fat grafting to the breast in order to achieve a natural result as well as to correct complications.
Our Foreign Scholars are invited from Pakistan and include young plastic surgeons Shumaila Yousaf, MD; Afzaal Bashir, MD; and Irfan Ullah, MD; who will share time with the Emory Residents and will be honored at the meeting.

"Breast Surgery: The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly"

JANUARY 20–22, 2017
INTERCONTINENTAL HOTEL, ATLANTA, GA

SESPRS 33RD ANNUAL ATLANTA BREAST SURGERY SYMPOSIUM

Long term results with over 50 years experience By Drs. Foad Nahai and Barry Jones will be presented with one of the largest combined experiences. Oncoplastic surgery and how to manage patients who have ischemic mastectomy flaps or radiation will be discussed. Registrants are encouraged to bring Problem Cases to get advice from a panel or experts on Sunday morning. The meeting will conclude with a number of Hot Topics as well as data, which helps demonstrate what we have learned from the CosmetAssure Data base.

You may reserve your hotel room on our website or directly through the Intercontinental hotel by calling 1-800-972-2404. The special standard nightly conference room rate is $259. When calling the hotel directly please mention the 2017 Breast Symposium to receive the conference rate. Remember to reserve your room prior to the cut-off date of December 27, 2016, for our block rate. Register today for one or both meetings on our SESPRS website under the Meetings tab, www.sesprs.org.

If you are interested in attending the Atlanta Breast Symposium but are unable to travel to Atlanta, you can view the meeting live and delayed in its entirety online from the comfort of your home. Please contact Susan Russell at (435) 901-2544 or srussell@sesprs.org for more information. Online streaming registration will open soon.

SESPRS GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGES OUR 2016 ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC MEETING EXHIBITORS
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S pecial Thanks to PS2 Practice Management for hosting the first “Meet and Greet” evening event at our Annual Meeting. PS2 Practice Management presented on their recently launched Management Services Organization (MSO). PS2 is a subsidiary of the ASPS and is solely focused on helping practitioners remain in private practice. MSO works with individual practices to assist them with non-clinical back office tasks; these include Payroll, Billing/RCM, HR/Admin and Staffing, Accounting, Compliance and Credentialing, as well as other Professional Services. PS2 Practice Management will come to the practice and do a full practice assessment with actionable recommendations. For more information, please contact Jennifer Cross at 847-228-3320 or jcross@plasticsurgery.org.
IN MEMORIAM

We have lost three influential members of our Society:

GUSTAVO COLON, MD
June 14, 1938–November 12, 2015

Dr. Colon was truly an iconic figure in plastic surgery. Born in Puerto Rico, he moved to New York when he was 7 years old and settled in New Orleans in 1965. Dr. Colon was a true servant to the specialty, an educator, mentor and friend to generations of plastic surgeons. Gus, aka El Magnifico, was also hilarious and had a great zest for life. Love of family, friends and the countless number of people he touched in so many ways was one of his great gifts to the world.

JOHN M. HAMILTON, MD

Dr. Hamilton was one of the founding members of our SESPRS and President of the Society in 1976. He was the second plastic surgeon to settle in St. Petersburg, Florida. He never missed a meeting of the SESPRS until just a few years ago. He was the first to welcome new plastic surgeons to the area and generously mentored many. He was known as a gentleman’s gentleman and his office reflected his approachable, down-to-earth personality. He will be missed, yet his influence persists in those plastic surgeons in St. Petersburg.

HARVEY ZAREM, MD
February 13, 1932–November 1, 2015

Dr. Zarem was a native Savannahian who trained at Harvard and John Hopkins. He became known as the “Dean of Plastic Surgery” after being the chief of plastic surgery programs in Chicago and UCLA for 21 years. When dentists were given the right to perform plastic surgery in California, he influenced the governor to veto the bill as the President of the California Society of Plastic Surgeons. He was an avid outdoorsman and returned home to Savannah in 2011. Our loss of such an educator in plastic surgery lives on in the over 50 plastic surgeons he has trained.

WELCOME TO OUR NEW 2016 ACTIVE AND CANDIDATE MEMBERS

ACTIVE MEMBERS:

Edward Abel, MD
Reuben Bueno, MD
Renee Burke, MD
Beth Collins, MD
Steven Earle, MD
Joseph Franklin, MD
Jacob Gerzenshttein, MD
Michael Golinko, MD
Richard Greco, MD
Keith Hanna, MD
Hollie Hickman, MD
Ivette Klumb, MD
Frank Lau, MD
Elizabeth Morgan, MD
Mark Morgan, MD
Robert Nesbit, MD
Adam Oppenheimer, MD
Christopher Park, MD
David Plank, MD
Andre Sarraga, MD
Nathan Sewell, MD
Dhruv Singhal, MD
Jason Ulm, MD
Matthew Wise, MD

CANDIDATE MEMBERS:

James Chelnis, MD
Brian Derby, MD
Kristopher Day, MD
Kiranjeet Gill, MD
Devan Griner, MD
Alexandra Hart, MD
Silvia Kurtovic, MD
Michael Lynch, MD
Theodore Nyame, MD
Tahira Prendergast, MD
Rukmini Redman, MD
Caleb Steffen, MD
Shruti Tannan, MD
Peter Thompson, MD
Rahul Vemula, MD
## The SESPRS Announces Committees for the 2016-2017 Leadership Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACCME</th>
<th>MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE</th>
<th>RESIDENTS PAPER COMPETITION COMMITTEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Bruce Mast—Chair—2019  
Anthony Capito—2018  
Sherry Collawn—2018  
Lynn Damitz—2018  
Jorge de la Torre—2018  
Detlev Erdmann—2017  
Walter Erhardt—2017  
Stephan Finical—2018  
Peter Haines—2017  
Howard Levinson—2017 | Jorge de la Torre—2016—Chair  
Scott Hollenbeck  
Bert Losken  
Stephen Metzinger  
John Sparrow  
Mel Stewart  
Holly Wall  
Thomas Zaydon | Bruce Mast—Chair  
Guarav Bharti  
John Derr  
Daniel Haynes  
Carmen Kavali  
Thomas McFadden  
Kurtis Moyer  
David Plank  
Cindy Wu |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AWARDS/SPECIAL RECOGNITION</th>
<th>NEWSLETTER</th>
<th>SPORTS AND ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Henry Vasconez—Chair—2018  
David Drake—2018  
Kevin Hagan—2018  
Jim Moore—2017 | Holly Wall—Chair—2018 | John Sparrow—Chair  
Bob Allen  
James Wade |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS COMMITTEE</th>
<th>NOMINATING COMMITTEE</th>
<th>WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA COMMITTEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Timothy Wilson—Chair—2017  
Scott Hollenbeck—2018  
Galen Perdikis—2018 | Henry Vasconez—Chair—2017  
John Derr  
David Drake  
Michael Hanemann  
Thomas McFadden | Peter Haines—Chair  
Dwayne Lett  
Vincent Naman  
Karen Wells  
Timothy Wilson |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETHICS COMMITTEE</th>
<th>PROGRAM COMMITTEE</th>
<th>AD HOC VISITING PROFESSORSHIP COMMITTEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Kevin Hagan—Chair—2017  
(Entire Executive Committee) | Stephan Finical—Chair—2017  
Mark Codner  
Lynn Damitz  
John Derr  
Walter Erhardt  
Braun Graham  
Carmen Kavali  
Bert Losken  
Bruce Mast  
Galen Perdikis  
Brian Rinker  
John Sparrow | Jorge de la Torre—Chair  
Galen Perdikis  
Bruce Mast  
Bert Losken  
Scott Hollenbeck  
Laurence Rosenberg |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FINANCE COMMITTEE</th>
<th>REGIONAL SOCIETIES REPRESENTATIVE</th>
<th>AD HOC BREAST FELLOWSHIP COMMITTEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| W. Byron Barber—Chair—2016  
Mark Codner  
Walter Erhardt  
Braun Graham  
Henry Vasconez | Kevin Hagan—Chair—2017 | Kevin Hagan—Chair  
Mark Codner  
Walter Erhardt  
Kye Higdon  
Bert Losken  
Bruce Mast  
Henry Vasconez |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUTURE MEETINGS COMMITTEE</th>
<th>RESEARCH GRANT COMMITTEE</th>
<th>AD HOC VISITING PROFESSORSHIP COMMITTEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Kevin Hagan—Chair—2017  
Walter Erhardt  
Henry Vasconez | Brian Rinker—Chair  
Jonathan Black  
Christopher Campbell  
Sherry Collawn  
Mark Feldmann  
Harold Friedman  
Adam Katz | Jorge de la Torre—Chair  
Galen Perdikis  
Bruce Mast  
Bert Losken  
Scott Hollenbeck  
Laurence Rosenberg |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JUDICIAL COUNCIL</th>
<th>RESIDENTS PAPER COMPETITION COMMITTEE</th>
<th>AD HOC BREAST FELLOWSHIP COMMITTEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Ann Reilley—Chair  
W. Byron Barber  
Harold Friedman  
James Wade | Bruce Mast—Chair  
Guarav Bharti  
John Derr  
Daniel Haynes  
Carmen Kavali  
Thomas McFadden  
Kurtis Moyer  
David Plank  
Cindy Wu | Kevin Hagan—Chair  
Mark Codner  
Walter Erhardt  
Kye Higdon  
Bert Losken  
Bruce Mast  
Henry Vasconez |
### CALENDAR OF EVENTS

#### FUTURE ANNUAL MEETINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| June 10–14, 2017 | The Cloister  
Sea Island, Georgia |
| June 16–20, 2018 | The Breakers  
Palm Beach, Florida |
| June 8–12, 2019 | The Ritz-Carlton  
Naples, Florida |

#### FUTURE ANNUAL OUCULOPLASTIC SYMPOSIUM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| January 19, 2017 | Intercontinental Hotel  
Atlanta, Georgia |
| January 17, 2018 | Intercontinental Hotel  
Atlanta, Georgia |
| January 16, 2019 | Intercontinental Hotel  
Atlanta, Georgia |
| January 23, 2020 | Intercontinental Hotel  
Atlanta, Georgia |
| January 21, 2021 | Intercontinental Hotel  
Atlanta, Georgia |

#### FUTURE ANNUAL ATLANTA BREAST SURGERY SYMPOSIUM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| January 20–22, 2017 | Intercontinental Hotel  
Atlanta, Georgia |
| January 18–20, 2018 | Intercontinental Hotel  
Atlanta, Georgia |
| January 17–19, 2019 | Intercontinental Hotel  
Atlanta, Georgia |
| January 24–26, 2020 | Intercontinental Hotel  
Atlanta, Georgia |
| January 22–24, 2021 | Intercontinental Hotel  
Atlanta, Georgia |

### 2016–2017 ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING ELECTION OF OFFICERS

During the annual business meeting of the Southeastern Society of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons on Tuesday, June 14, 2016, at Disney's Grand Floridian Resort in Orlando, Florida, the proposed slate of the nominating committee was presented to the membership. The individuals below were elected to, or continuing in positions as noted:

**President** ................... Walter L. Erhardt, Jr., MD  
**President-Elect** ................. Braun H. Graham, MD  
**Vice-President** ................ Stephan J. Finical, MD  
**Secretary** ...................... David B. Drake, MD (2018)  
**Assistant Secretary** .......... Jorge de la Torre, MD (2019)  
**Treasurer** ...................... Mark A. Codner, MD (2017)  
**Historian** ...................... Albert Losken, MD (2017)  
**Parliamentarian** ............... Peter C. Haines, MD (2017)  
**Past President & Trustee** .... Kevin F. Hagan, MD  
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